Learning Impacts of Proximity Learning

Connecting All Learners With The Expert Teachers They Deserve

The Challenge
Thousands of students across the country are taught by underqualified substitutes every day. The nationwide teacher shortage affects nearly every school district in every state. Furthermore, it impacts the quality of education students receive. While some wealthy suburban schools have no trouble attracting teachers, rural and urban schools are left with faculty vacancies that yield a poor education and ill-prepared students.

Our Solution
Proximity Learning partners with districts to solve teacher vacancies by livestreaming certified teachers, from all over the country, into classrooms for most subjects. We enable young learners to receive a more equitable education by connecting them with the expert teachers they deserve.

Proximity Learning online instruction is always live. Students can interact with teachers, raise their hands, work in groups, and ask questions in real-time with a personal computer. We’re dedicated to always-live instruction because we know it’s the best way to learn.

The Learning Impact Outcomes
A 2020 Chicago State University study shows our impact on student GPAs and college admissions. Over six semesters, the average grade of a Proximity Learning student was 80.34%, which is higher than the national average admissions requirements of 72.5% for the average state university. Students receive a better education and brighter future when Proximity Learning fills teacher vacancies.

Return on Investment
School districts find that Proximity Learning costs about the same as an on-staff teacher and produces happy administrators, parents, and students. Administrator Dr. Anita Rice says, “I’ve actually seen the kids transferring the learning from the classroom. They’re actually practicing. And that’s what we want to see with learning.”